DESIGN PROFILE

Not Your Typical Acrylic
Hot Tub
Forest City Pool & Patio molds stone, steel and ceramic tile into a unique hot tub

by Jason Cramp

ooking for something beyond the ordinary in hot tub
design, the owner of a new home being built in
London, Ontario, knew exactly who to call to install
their dream spa/hot tub. The end result was a unique
symmetrical creation with a solid, permanent look using
stainless steel, ceramic tile and flagstone surrounded by a
natural stone patio.
To transform the homeowner’s ideas into reality, Forest
City Pool & Patio, also based in the London area, installed an
‘Eternity’ hot tub – a 2.3 m (7 ft. 8 in.) square concrete model
with a 0.6 m (2 ft.) camfer (cut-off) corner.
Made from ‘316L’ 12-gauge stainless steel, the hot tub
has a water capacity of 2,725 L (720 gal.) with a depth of 1 m
(38 in.) and features an exposed stainless steel footwell and
walls, with ceramic tile on the seats, floor and borders.
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“The customer wanted something unique and they liked
the idea of the tile and stainless steel mixture as it suited the
modern design of their new home and worked well with the
classic flagstone used for the patio and the exterior walls of
the house,” states Forest City’s Markus Brunner. “To help
make this project even more distinctive, we used special design
features and elements such as full bench seating, 22 LED
underwater lights, a high-density urethane full-foam insulation
and ceramic frost-proof tile along the waterline, seat and
floor.”
The customer wanted something unique and they liked the
idea of the tile and stainless steel mixture as it suited the
modern design of their new home and worked well with the
classic flagstone used for the patio and the exterior walls of
the house.
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The hot tub’s location
base and to integrate the
at the rear of the house
house, patio and hot tub
underneath an upper patio
elements together, Forest
presented a challenge to
City used flagstone in
Forest City’s design team.
conjunction with marble
Located near the main
coping.
doors of the walkout
“One of the most
basement, the area where
interesting aspects of this
the spa was being built had
project is the location and
limited access for
placement of the hot tub
excavating the ground for
equipment and how the
the 1.8 m by 1.8 m (6 ft. by
hot tub is actually covered
6 ft.) pressure treated vault
by the upper cantilevered
where the hot tub was to be Another unique feature is the fact that the hot tub is built on a higher flagstone patio,” says
placed.
Brunner. “The equipment
level than the rest of the yard, allowing bathers to admire the astonishing
In addition to the
was placed in a speciallyview of the surrounding landscape, which includes the square-cut
limited space available, the
constructed, sound-proof
flagstone patio, ledgerock walls, rocks, flower gardens, and a large
project was being carried out putting green.
exterior vault that features
during the winter months –
a stone garden roof and a
so everything had to be covered and heated through every
special entrance hatch for access to the hot tub’s
stage.
mechanics.”
Another unique feature is the fact that the hot tub is built
on a higher level than the rest of the yard, allowing bathers to
Jets Powered By Two Pumps
admire the astonishing view of the surrounding landscape,
The hot tub utilizes one recirculation pump, while
which includes the square-cut flagstone patio, ledgerock walls,
the 29 commercial-grade, stainless steel, high-output mini
rocks, flower gardens, and a large putting green.
and power storm hydrotherapy jets are powered by two,
The overall effect is a sophisticated-looking hot tub that
two-speed jet pumps.
is in harmony with the rest of backyard.
The hot tub is easily operated by side-mounted
Working with Forest City Pool & Patio was Nature’s
digital controls, along with remote operation capabilities
Image (gardens, rockery, putting green, plantings), while
from within the house.
Wasko Developments built the house. PSM
To finish off the exterior of the hot tub’s concrete
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